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Abstract
Architectural performance models can be leveraged
to explore performance properties of software systems
during design-time and run-time. We see a reluctance from industry to adopt model-based analysis approaches due to the required expertise and modeling
effort. Building models from scratch in an editor does
not scale for medium and large scale systems in an
industrial context. Existing open-source performance
model extraction approaches imply significant initial
efforts which might be challenging for layman users.
To simplify usage, we provide the extraction of architectural performance models based on application
monitoring traces as a web service. Model-Extractionas-a-Service (MEaaS) solves the usability problem and
lowers the initial effort of applying model-based analysis approaches.
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Introduction

Architectural performance models can be leveraged to
explore performance properties of software systems at
design-time and run-time. While design-time analysis requires a fully parameterized model, approaches
for proactive model-based resource management often
depend on a model skeleton as input [10].
The creation of architectural performance models
can be based on manual construction or scripting of
model extraction code tailored to a specific application. Both requires significant effort which ranges between weeks to months for experienced performance
engineers [2, 8].
We see a reluctance from industry about modelbased analysis approaches due to modeling efforts
including understanding and writing model creation
scripts. We assume that building models in an editor
from scratch does not scale in an industrial context
due to modeling overhead.
To improve acceptance in industry, model-based
approaches need to be easy to use. Novel model
extraction approaches aim at automatic extraction
of models from application performance monitoring
data[7, 11, 12, 14]. However, applying research software is still challenging for layman users. Therefore, this paper proposes to provide MEaaS. At

this, we explain the creation of model extraction web
services based on our Performance Model Extractor
(PMX) [14] tool. The web services receive application
monitoring traces and (optional) parameters as input
and returns an architectural performance model.
Provisioning of model extraction as a web service
offers many benefits for users, developers, and maintainers of that service. Users of the web service circumvent cumbersome and error-prone set up of research software. Moreover, users do not have to update their software, as the web service always provides
the latest software version. In contrast to running on
multiple customer environments, maintenance needs
to be done only for a single run-time environment.
Researchers developing and maintaining performance
model extraction tooling benefit, as we configured the
web service to collect submitted monitoring traces as
training data for model extraction. Furthermore, a
web service allows to investigate how the software is
used by external users. Based on the submitted monitoring traces we may learn and improve automated
model extraction mechanisms. Finally, an increased
number of users and experiments improves external
validity of model extraction software.

2

State of the Art

Related approaches can be divided into (i) works providing modeling and simulation as services [4, 9] and
(ii) approaches for model learning from application
performance monitoring traces [7, 11, 12, 14].
There are several attempts to lower the effort for
modeling and simulation tools [4, 9]. This includes
Simulation-as-a-Service [9] as well as providing modeling tools as web services [4]. Recent works often
provide services using REST interfaces and Docker
container technology. None of the existing Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) solutions provides the extraction
of architectural performance models based on application performance monitoring trace input.
In research, it is still quite popular to create performance models manually. While for some domains
and applications this might be sufficient, we argue
that this does not scale for medium and large-scale
systems. Existing architectural performance model
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Figure 1: MEaaS Architecture.
extraction tools [7, 11, 12, 14] are either not open
source or lack a public and easy to use description on
how to setup and run model extraction. None of the
performance model extraction approaches provides a
public web service.
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Model-Extraction-as-a-Service

The goal of the presented work is to relieve the
performance engineer from the complexity of model
extraction and setup. The non-web-service version
of PMX [14] already provides performance engineers
with a solution that integrates established tooling for
monitoring and log processing [3], system model and
call graph creation [5], and resource demand estimation [6]. The presented web service relieves the user
from setup and updating.

3.1

Design

Figure 1 depicts the coarse-grained architecture of our
web service. Our MEaaS includes several software
components, which we describe in the following.
Java extraction module The Java extraction
module transforms application performance
monitoring data into architectural performance
models. The model extraction logic, separating
generic and formalism specific parts, has been
described in [14]. Generic modeler extraction
parts and formalism specific object creation
routines can be packed into an executable jar file
including all dependencies. The Java extraction
module can be executed on the command line.
Spring I/O web server A web server allows to execute model extraction within a browser. The
web interface provides an interaction layer to the
user to interact with the model extraction layer
(PMX) using a graphical interface. The web
server contains
• REST service implementation
• HTTP pages user interface
• software to trigger model extraction service
• software to return results (file download)
We decided for the Spring Framework to set up
the web server, as it allows for easy implementation of the REST API that is used to upload files,
trigger the model extraction, and download. Although the framework does not impose any specific programming model, it has become popular
in the Java community as an alternative to, re-

placement for, or even addition to the Enterprise
JavaBeans (EJB) model.
Docker container The docker container simplifies
and speeds up deployment by packing web server
and java application into a single container. The
docker container allows deploying the application and access it locally within a web browser.
We decided for Docker technology, as it provides
light-weight easy to deploy images.
NGINX proxy server The proxy provides an interface between external users and docker container and organizes communication. For example, it provides a reverse proxy to do port forwarding and a secure layer for https. We decided
for NGINX because it is light-weight, easy to use,
and very popular. By also providing load balancing functionality, NGINX allows for an increased
PMX user base.

3.2

Usage

Input The model extraction requires Kieker [3] application monitoring traces as input. To receive accurate models, the traces have to contain monitoring
information of a low load run (avoiding contention)
or provide additional resource utilization information
to improve resource demand estimation accuracy [6].
Additional parameters are optional and can be found
at the web-service website.
Provided Web Services Kieker application performance monitoring traces and additional extraction
parameters can be passed using two different services: First, we provide an interactive web interface
including an upload dialog. Second, we also provide a
pure REST interface suited to be used in automated
processes. Passing parameters requires to expand the
URL, for example:
http://extraction-service-url/conf?id=
traceurl/traces.zip&?core=server=4
The result of the REST call is a zip file containing several files describing the performance model (resource landscape, software architecture, deployment,
repository) as well as logging information.
To illustrate and evaluate our approach, we provide
web service implementations for the Descartes Modeling Language (DML)[13] and the Palladio Component
Model (PCM) [1] modeling formalism. 1 Both for1 https://descartes.tools/pmx/
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3.3

4

Limitations

Concluding Remarks

This paper presents MEaaS for architectural performance models. Based on an existing model extraction
software, this paper presents additional software components to provide a web service. Provisioning as a
web service reduces efforts to derive architectural performance models for all kinds of users. Moreover, a
central service allows to collect monitoring traces and
share them with the research community.
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